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Abstract

Existing approaches to parsing images of objects featuring complex, non-hierarchical structure rely on exploration of a large search space combining the structure of the object and positions of its parts. The latter task requires randomized or greedy algorithms that do not produce repeatable results or strongly depend on the initial solution. To address the problem we propose to model and optimize the structure of the object and position of its parts separately. We encode the possible object structures in a graph grammar. Then, for a given structure, the positions of the parts are inferred using standard MAP-MRF techniques. This way we limit the application of the less reliable greedy or randomized optimization algorithm to structure inference. We apply our method to parsing images of building facades. The results of our experiments compare favorably to the state of the art.

1. Introduction

We address the problem of semantic segmentation of images with a prior knowledge of the structure of pictured objects. We assume the structure is highly variable, but the patterns of variation are known, so that it is possible to generate any structure we may encounter in the data. Building facades feature variability of this kind, as demonstrated by the work on the generation of building models [15] and facade parsing [14, 23]. Such objects are often modeled by grammars expressing both the structure of the model and the position of its elements [7, 12, 20, 24]. However, inference in these models requires a randomized [24] or greedy [7] methods of exploring the solution space, which cannot be relied on to repeatably produce optimal results.

In this paper we propose: a representation of an object that separates structure from positions of parts, a method to optimize the positions of parts for a given structure and a method to explore the space of model structures. The benefit of this approach is that the application of the less reliable randomized or greedy optimization algorithm is limited to structure inference, while a more effective technique is applied to optimizing positions of the parts. We also introduce a novel energy fusion scheme for combining detections with texture classification. We evaluate experimentally the influence of each of the contributions on parsing performance.

1.1. Related Work

The problem of grammar-based facade analysis has recently received a considerable attention in the computer vision community [13, 16, 17, 23]. The aim is to segment an input image in such a way that the result belongs to the language generated by a given shape grammar. The bottom-down parser of Teboul et al. [23, 24] draws from the idea of split grammars for architectural modeling [15]. Generation of a facade model from the grammar is analogous to derivation of a string or sentence in formal language processing. The goal is to generate a model that corresponds as much as possible to visual cues in the input image. Simultaneous optimization of the sequence of production rules and positions of parts requires a randomized exploration of a large space of possible ‘parses’. Such approach does not produce repeatable results: in [23] the optimization is run five times and the best of the five solutions is kept as the final result.

Grammar-free methods for facade segmentation [3, 14] can accommodate a variety of object classes and feature high rates of correctly classified pixels. However, they impose constraints on composition of parts only locally. The bottom-up method proposed by Martinovic et al. [14] provides good pixel classification but does not guarantee that the resulting segmentation is a ‘valid’ facade. Artifacts produced by the method are presented in Fig. 6.

A general, rectangle-based parsing algorithm has been proposed by Han and Zhu [7]. Rectangles are terminal symbols of the grammar and the production rules combine them into rows, columns and grids. Also in this case the space of part positions and the space of model structures are treated jointly. The model is greedily composed of the strongest rectangle candidates detected in the image or generated top-
down. Position of a candidate in the image is fixed.

Our work is related to the part-based approach to object modeling, that has proven effective in numerous applications including face detection and pose tracking [4, 5]. Although we represent the imaged objects as factor graphs, the graphs are not fixed but generated from a graph grammar. They also feature a highly connected and loopy structure.

Grammars and part-based models have been combined in application to object detection in [6, 19]. The grammars are hierarchical: position of a part is dependent on the position of its ‘parent’ object and the applied production rule. Unfortunately, the structure of certain objects cannot be organized in a purely hierarchical manner. In the case of facades, windows are aligned horizontally within floors and vertically between different floors. A tree-shaped hierarchy would fail to preserve alignment in one of the directions.

1.2. Our Approach

We model a complex object as a factor graph. We specify a set of models using a graph grammar. A factor graph derived from the grammar represents a structure of an object. The ‘variable nodes’ correspond to geometric primitives. The ‘factor nodes’ can correspond to constraints on the composition of the primitives, or to parts (basic objects) defined by a number of geometric primitives. An example factor graph is presented in Section 2. The graph grammar paradigm is presented in Section 3.

A factor graph is transformed into a Markov Random Field (MRF). Variable nodes are assigned variables defining positions of the geometric primitives in space. The factors are assigned potentials that penalize violation of the constraints or evaluate hypotheses of the positions of parts against image cues. The potentials are defined in Section 4.

The minimum energy labeling of the MRF corresponds to positions of the parts that best agree with image cues. The minimum energy is a measure of fitness of the graph to the image. Our algorithm (see the overview in Fig. 1) generates a candidate graph by perturbing the sequence of grammar productions used to generate the current graph. The candidate structure is accepted if the minimum energy of the corresponding MRF is lower than the one of the current graph. The optimization procedure is detailed in Section 6.

1.3. Contribution

The main novelties of the proposed method include:
1. the modeling scheme where inference over part positions and inference of model structure are separated,
2. the application of a graph grammar to modeling variation of model structure and a method of exploring the structure space,
3. a late fusion scheme for combining texture classification and object detections.

2. Object Model

We model parts of an object and their relations as a factor graph. A labeled factor graph $G = (V, E, \lambda^v, \lambda^f, L^v, L^f)$ consists of a set of variable nodes $V$, a set of factor nodes $F$, a set of directed edges $E \subseteq (V \times F) \cup (F \times V)$ and functions $\lambda^v : V \rightarrow L^v$, and $\lambda^f : F \rightarrow L^f$, assigning labels $l_v \in L^v$, and $l_f \in L^f$ to the nodes and factors.

Each variable node $v \in V$ represents a variable $x_v$ encoding position of a geometric primitive. The set of factors $F = F_c \cup F_o$, where $F_c$ and $F_o$ are the sets of constraint- and object-type factors. A constraint on a relative position of a pair of primitives is expressed by a constraint factor $f_c \in F_c$, connected to the pair of corresponding variable nodes. A part of the model, defined by several geometric primitives, is represented by an object factor $f_o \in F_o$, connected to the variable nodes encoding positions of the primitives. Labels assigned to object factors $\lambda^f(f_o)$ correspond to classes of objects represented by the factor. The set of object classes $C \subseteq L^o$ can be defined as $C = \{\lambda^f(f_o) \mid f_o \in F_o\}$.

Our approach, applied to facade modeling, is illustrated in Fig. 2. To easily accommodate alignment, non-overlap and adjacency of facade elements we assume a line-based
model. The variable nodes encode positions of splitlines and snaplines (nodes floor and column represent pairs of lines). The factor nodes correspond to objects (sky, roof, wall, window) and constraints (above and left). The sky and wall factors are attached to a single splitline each because they extend from the splitline to image boundary.

3. Graph Grammars

Our algorithm generates models of the type presented in Section 2 from a graph grammar. We use the Neighborhood Controlled Embedding grammars of graphs with edge labels (edNCE grammars). Below we review the mechanism briefly. For detailed explanation the reader is referred to [18] and to [8] for the hypergraph case. For consistency with Section 2, we present the paradigm for factor graphs, i.e., we treat factors the way (hyper-) edges are treated in the literature.

A grammar $G = (S, L^f, L^k, L^e, P)$ consists of a starting factor graph $S$, sets of terminal and nonterminal variable node labels $L^f$ and $L^k$, a set of factor labels $L^e$ and a set of productions $P$. The starting graph $S$ consists of a single nonterminal node. Productions are of the form $\rho : l_v \rightarrow (G', C)$, where $l_v$ is a nonterminal node label, called ‘mother node label’, $G'$ is a labeled graph, called ‘daughter graph’, and $C$ is a set of connection instructions. The production can be applied to a node $v$ of the graph $G$ if $\lambda^e(v) = l_v$. First, a graph $G''$, isomorphic to $G'$, is inserted into $G$ as a disjoint subgraph. Then, the nodes of $G''$ are connected to neighbors of $v$ in $G$ through factors created according to connection instructions $C$. We use connection instructions of the form $c_i = (l_e/l'_e, n)$, where $l_e$ and $l'_e$ are factor labels, and $n$ identifies a node in $G'$. For each $c_i = (l_e/l'_e, n) \in C$, each factor connected to $v$ and labeled $l_e$ is copied into $G$. The copy is disconnected from $v$, reconnected to the node in $G''$ identified by $n$, and relabeled to $l'_e$. Finally, node $v$ is removed from $G$ together with all its factors. Examples of production applications are illustrated in Fig. 3.

3.1. Deriving Graphs from a Grammar

A derivation consists of repeated applications of productions until there are no nodes with nonterminal labels in $G$. A sequence of production applications can be arranged in a derivation tree $z$, in which nodes correspond to production applications $t = (\rho, n)$, where $\rho$ identifies the production and $n$ identifies the expanded node. A parent-child link between nodes $t = (\rho, n)$ and $t' = (\rho', n')$ in the tree means that production $\rho'$ is applied to a node inserted to the graph by $\rho$ and identified by $n'$ in its daughter graph.

3.2. Energy of a derivation

To express a prior on graphs derived from the grammar we define an energy of the derivation tree $E_{\text{struct}}(z)$ as a sum of energies of individual production applications $t$. In assigning energies to individual production applications, we would like to distinguish between different nonterminal nodes with the same label. In the facade modeling example from Fig. 3, applications of productions $\rho_3$ and $\rho_4$ to the two columns nodes should not be evaluated in the same manner because the interpretation of the nodes is different: the first one corresponds to the first window column, the second one to the second. To unambiguously identify a nonterminal node substituted by production application $t$, we use a sequence of its ancestors in the derivation tree, denoted by $\text{anc}(t)$. The energy becomes

$$E_{\text{struct}}(z) = \sum_{t \in z} E_{\text{prod}}(t, \text{anc}(t)).$$

(1)

The interpretation of energy of an individual production application $t = (\rho, n)$ is $E_{\text{prod}}(t, \text{anc}(t)) = -\log p_{\text{struct}}(\rho, \text{anc}(t))$. The log-likelihoods can be estimated from ground truth parse trees associated to training data.

4. Fitness Energy

A factor graph derived from a grammar defines the number and type of objects present in the scene and the relations between them. The precise positions of the objects and geometric primitives are defined by variables $x_v$ associated with the nodes of the model. We denote a concatenation of all the parameters $x_v$ by $x$. In order to evaluate how well the model explains the input image $f$ we define an energy function $E_{\text{pos}}(x)$, evaluating positions of the parts.

The energy is defined as a sum of potentials assigned to the factors of the graph, forming a Markov Random Field
Floors above scheme ‘late fusion’, because it uses detections determined in terms of texture and detection-based energies

\[ E(x) = \sum_{f \in F_t} \Phi_f(x_f) + \sum_{f \in F_c} \Phi_f(x_f) . \]  

(MRF). To each factor \(f\) we assign a potential \(\Phi_f(x_f)\) defined in terms of the variables of neighboring nodes \(x_f = (x_1, \ldots, x_n)\). Different types of factors are assigned different potentials. Constraint-type factors \(f \in F_c\) receive potentials \(\Phi_f\) that penalize violation of predefined constraints on relative position of geometric primitives. Object-type factors \(f \in F_o\) receive potentials \(\Phi_f\) evaluating object bounding boxes defined by the involved geometric primitives. The energy is a sum of the potentials:

\[ E_{pos}(x) = \sum_{f \in F_o} \Phi_f(x_f) + \sum_{f \in F_c} \Phi_f(x_f) . \]  

4.1. Object-type Potentials

We use two kinds of bottom-up cues for measuring fitness of the model to an input image: texture classification and object detections. Texture classification is given in the form of an energy value \(E_{pix}(I_p|c)\) for each point \(p\) belonging to image \(I\) and of color \(I_p\), and for each class of parts \(c \in C\). The energy \(E_{pix}(I_p|c)\) measures the log-likelihood of observing value \(I_p\) if the pixel represents an object of class \(c\). Texture classification is available for each class of parts. Detections might be available for a subset of the classes \(C_{det} \subset C\) only. They have the form of bounding boxes \(y_i\) with weights \(w_i\). Recall that a class of an object represented by a factor \(f\) is encoded in its label \(l_f\). Object factors are expressed in terms of texture and detection-based energies \(E_t\) and \(E_d\) as:

\[ \Phi_f(x_f) = \begin{cases} \alpha_t E_t(x_f, l_f) + \alpha_d E_d(x_f, l_f) & \text{if } l_f \in C_{det} \\ E_t(x_f, l_f) & \text{otherwise,} \end{cases} \]  

where \(\alpha_t\) and \(\alpha_d\) are constant coefficients. We call the above scheme ‘late fusion’, because it uses detections directly in the energy formulation, contrary to the ‘early fusion’ [14, 16, 17, 23], where detections are projected down to pixel level and energy is evaluated on individual pixels only. Together with the detection-based potential presented below, late fusion prevents the effect of ‘blurring’ detections by early fusion, presented in Fig. 4. The experimental comparison of the two approaches is presented in Section 7.

Estimating the coefficients \(\alpha_t\) and \(\alpha_d\) requires knowledge of the true model structures and part positions for images of the training set, and can be formulated as max-margin MRF training (see, e.g., [10]).

Detection-based Potentials. We need the energy function to be robust to missing detections and false positives, and to rank object hypotheses based on bounding boxes of individual detections to avoid the effects presented in Fig. 4. Given a function \(d(x_f, y_i)\), evaluating a distance between an object bounding box defined by vector \(x_f\) and a detection \(y_i\) of weight \(w_i\), the detection-based potential is expressed by the distance to the ‘best’ detection in its neighborhood, \(\min_i(d(x_f, y_i) - C_w w_i)\), or by a constant penalty \(C_d\) if there are no nearby detections. The term \(C_w w_i\) increases the radius of influence of detections depending on
weights \( w_i \). The detection-based potentials take the form:

\[
E_d(x_f) = \min_{l_f \in D_f} \{ \min_{c} (d(x_f, y_i) - C_w w_i), C_d \},
\]

where \( D_f \) is a set of indexes of detections of class \( l_f \). We let the potentials take negative values for good object hypotheses, so that when comparing models with two different structures the model with missing hypotheses gets a higher energy. A possible interpretation of \( C_d \) is the distance after which the detection does not influence the potential and the term \( C_w w_i \) is the ‘extra’ influence range given to a detection depending on its weight. We currently adjust these parameters manually.

**Texture-based Potentials.** We define the texture-based energies \( E_t \) as in [24]. For a factor \( f \) the energy is evaluated over the region \( B(x_f) \) of the corresponding object:

\[
E_t(x_f, l_f) = \sum_{p \in B(x_f)} E_{\text{pix}}(l_p, l_f). 
\]

where \( l_f \) is the factor label, encoding its class.

Objects positioned on the background of other objects, like windows on a wall in Fig. 2, are treated specially. We denote the class of the background object associated with factor label \( l_f \) as \( \text{bg}(l_f) \). The potential of the background object is evaluated over its whole bounding box (including the regions of the foreground object) and the potential of the foreground object becomes:

\[
E_t(x_f, l_f) = \sum_{p \in B(x_f)} E_{\text{pix}}(l_p, l_f) - E_{\text{pix}}(l_p, \text{bg}(l_f)),
\]

so that the sums of background potentials over the foreground region cancel out when the potentials are added together.

**4.2. Composition Potentials**

In general, the potentials \( \phi^c \) that express priors on composition of parts can take arbitrary forms. We use them to enforce a set of predefined constraints \( g_f(x_f) \):

\[
\phi^c_f(x_f) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } g_f(x_f) = \text{true}, \\ \infty & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}
\]

The particular types of constraints that we use in our experiments are presented in Section 7.

5. **Total Energy**

The total energy of a model is a combination of the derivation energy, evaluating the structure of the model, and the fitness energy, evaluating the positions of parts:

\[
E(x, z) = \alpha_{\text{struct}} E_{\text{struct}}(z) + \alpha_{\text{pos}} E_{\text{pos}}^z(x).
\]

We denote the position energy \( E_{\text{pos}}^z \) with the superscript \( z \) to emphasize that it is defined for a given structure.

Given the optimal energy values for \( E_{\text{struct}}(z) \) and \( E_{\text{pos}}^z(x) \) for the true and perturbed structures of the ground truth images, the coefficients \( \alpha_{\text{struct}} \) and \( \alpha_{\text{pos}} \) can be estimated by max-margin training.

6. **Optimization**

We propose to employ different methods for minimizing the energy over the spaces of possible structures \( z \) and part positions \( x \). Optimization over the structure is inherently an ill-posed problem and requires a randomized [20, 23] or greedy [7, 24] exploration strategy. On the other hand, although inferring optimal \( x \) for a given factor graph is known to be NP-hard, there exists a number of approaches experimentally proven to perform well in this task (for example [9, 11, 21]). Therefore, we propose to limit the application of the algorithm proposed by Teboul et al. [24] to structure exploration and use a state-of-the-art solver [9] to optimize over \( x \) for a fixed \( z \).

Given a derivation tree \( z^j \), the algorithm of [24] generates a candidate tree \( z^{\text{and}} \), sets \( z^{j+1} := z^{\text{and}} \) if \( \min_{E(x, z^{\text{and}})} < \min_{E(x, z^j)} \), otherwise sets \( z^{j+1} := z^j \). This greedy technique differs from a Metropolis-Hastings random walk (see, e.g., [2]) in that it never accepts a candidate of lower energy. To generate \( z^{j+1} \) given \( z^j \), we randomly select a production application in the derivation tree and resample the production application and all the descending ones. The confluence of our grammars lets us keep the remaining part of the derivation. This enables both global and local changes to the structure, e.g., altering the number of columns without changing the number of floors.

Optimization over positions of the parts \( x \) is performed by means of the TRW-S algorithm [9]. It solves the dual to a linear relaxation of the minimum energy MRF labeling problem. We exploit the fact that the dual objective is a lower bound on minimum primal energy by stopping the optimization as soon as it exceeds the value of the best energy attained so far.

7. **Experiments**

We evaluate our algorithm in the task of parsing rectified photographs of building facades. In a number of experiments, we prove the advantage of separating the structure inference from inference of positions of parts, compare the performance of our algorithm to that of a state-of-the-art parser, and compare the performance of late and early fusion. In the first three experiments we use a Haussmannian facade grammar described in the following subsection.

We use models of Haussmannian buildings of the type presented in Fig. 5. Each model contains a variable node encoding the position of each of the following geometric
primitives: a sky-roof line \((x_{sr})\), a roof-wall line \((x_{rw})\) and a wall-shop line \((x_{ws})\). Additionally, the models contain a certain number of floor nodes encoding the positions of the window top, window bottom and balcony top snaplines \((x_t, x_b, x_{t'})\), and column nodes encoding the positions of the window left and window right snaplines \((x_l, x_r)\). Parts of the facade are encoded as object factors, defined in terms of the geometric primitives. For example, a window factor encodes a window on a floor with a running balcony and a wind+balc factor encodes a window with a small balcony limited to the window cavity.

The constraints for relative positions of the geometric primitives are expressed by potentials of constraint-type factors (Equation 7). They are summarized in Table 1. The constants in the constraints represent ranges for relative sizes of basic parts. The potentials penalize segmentations which clearly violate our concept of a ‘valid’ facade. For instance, the constraint on the maximum gap between two consecutive floors prevents having a floor missing due to unusual appearance or occlusions. The method is insensitive to moderate changes of the values. We set them manually on the basis of relative sizes of ground truth objects in the training images, although they could easily have been estimated automatically.

The grammar we use for Haussmannian buildings is presented in Fig. 5. It encodes three different variations of window layout: i) there are no attic windows, ii) the attic windows are aligned with the windows on the facade, iii) the attic windows are not aligned with the windows on the right of Fig. 1. See the captions of Fig. 2 and 3 for an explanation of graphical symbols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor type</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{sky-roof} \rightarrow \text{floor})</td>
<td>(x_{sr} \leq x_t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{floor} \rightarrow \text{roof-wall})</td>
<td>(x_t \leq x_{rw})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{roof-wall} \rightarrow \text{floor})</td>
<td>(x_t - x_{rw} \leq 0.7 (x_b - x_t))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{floor} \rightarrow \text{floor'})</td>
<td>(x_{t'} - x_t \leq 1.4 (x_b - x_t)) (x_{t'} - x_t \geq 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{floor} \rightarrow \text{wall-shop})</td>
<td>(x_{n+2} - x_b \leq 0.5 (x_b - x_t)) (x_{n+2} \geq x_b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{column} \rightarrow \text{column'})</td>
<td>((x_{n+2} - x_t) \leq 1.4 (x_t - x_b)) ((x_{n+2} - x_t) \leq 1.4 (x_{t'} - x_b)) ((x_{n+2} - x_t) \leq 6.0 (x_t - x_t)) ((x_{n+2} - x_t) \geq 0.5 (x_t - x_t))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Constraints assigned to the constraint factors. Factors are defined by the labels of nodes to which they are connected and their own labels: node label 1 \(\rightarrow\) factor label \(\rightarrow\) node label 2. See the text for explanation of variable names.

The grammar is confluent and enables ‘local’ derivation of different parts of the graph. In particular, the number of floors, the number of columns and the type of attic are selected independently. This enables local changes to the structure of the graph during optimization.

To define the potentials of our model, we use a random forest classifier [1] for texture classification, trained as in [24]. Windows are detected with the Viola-Jones classifier [25]. We use squared euclidean distance for detection-based potentials defined in Equation 4. By experimenting with the facade. The grammar is confluent and enables ‘local’ derivation of different parts of the graph. In particular, the number of floors, the number of columns and the type of attic are selected independently. This enables local changes to the structure of the graph during optimization.

To define the potentials of our model, we use a random forest classifier [1] for texture classification, trained as in [24]. Windows are detected with the Viola-Jones classifier [25]. We use squared euclidean distance for detection-based potentials defined in Equation 4. By experimenting with
Late Fusion

Our algorithm shows for the classes with a higher number of 'easy' objects like shop, sky and wall, the position of which is similar. The advantage of the more reliable optimization term inference, we compare our algorithm against the ground truth proposed in [14]. Our results are comparable to the ones reported in their paper (cf. Table 2 left) with a slight advantage to our algorithm. The strong benefit of our method is that it guarantees that the resulting segmentations belong to the language generated by the grammar. Artifacts like the ones shown in Fig. 6 are thus avoided.

7.4. Late vs. Early Fusion

We also compare the performance of early and late fusion for combining window detection and texture classification. We assume a general early fusion scheme where a new energy term is defined for each pixel. It is a convex combination of the per-pixel texture and detection energies:

$$E_i = E_{\text{pix}}(I_p|c) + E_{\text{det}}(w_p|c)$$

The per-pixel detection-based energy $E_{\text{det}}$ depends on $w_p$, the cumulated weight of window detections overlapping pixel $p$. We set $E_{\text{det}}(w_p|c) = -\log p(w_p|c)$ and estimate the probabilities from the training data. As presented in the last segment of Table 2, parsing results for window and balcony are notably better with late fusion.

8. Conclusions

We have presented a novel method for modeling complex objects, where the model structure and part positions are optimized separately. The validity of this approach has been confirmed experimentally. In another experiment we have shown that the performance of the proposed method in parsing facade images compares favorably to the state of the art. A third experiment shows that the performance is partly due to the proposed scheme of fusing texture classification and object detections. An important advantage of our method over the grammar-free segmentation is that it produces results that belong to the specified language.

The work raises a number of challenges, including efficient bottom-up methods of building the initial structure graph, methods for warm-starting MRF inference after perturbing its structure, modeling 3D objects by means of graph grammars and learning grammars from training data.
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Figure 6: Comparison of parsing results. Odd: ours, overlaid on the input images. Splitlines are in green, balconies are outlined in cyan and magenta. Even: results reported in [14]. Note the artifacts: windows wider than the corresponding balconies, unaligned balconies.